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Abstract—Wireless
sensor
networks
(WSN)
are
battery-powered, thus they should be optimized for low energy
consumption already at design time. Current tools offer different
levels of power simulation, showing the designer where the energy
was spent, where hot spots might be optimizable, and so on.
However, a semantic gap still remains open: The question why a
specific part of the software was executed and therefore energy
was consumed. Especially for WSN this question not only
encompasses single devices, but whole networks, which can suffer
e.g. from network congestion, attenuation, routing errors, lost
packets, etc.
This paper presents an overview over existing power simulation
tools as well as the new approach of power profiling, which
collects much data about many aspects that lead to energy
consumption in a network of wireless sensor nodes. The outcome
is a statistic about the energy consumption for each single
generated transaction, from the moment it was generated until the
resulting message is finally received. Using this, the designer is
able to optimize the whole system, e.g. by running several
simulations with different communication protocols, network
topologies, duty cycles, or wake-up timings.
Index Terms—wireless sensor networks,
estimation, power profiling, energy efficiency.

WSN,

power

I. INTRODUCTION
The typical wireless device of today is from one of two
classes. There are portable consumer products, small, easy to
use, fun to use, smart helpers in daily life. Examples are
mobile phones, MP3 players, portable electronic games, GPS
devices, etc. The second class are industrial cases, e.g.
wireless sensors in cars, airplanes, building automation or
even at every single item found in a building or private
home—the vision of the Internet of Things [1].
As the device itself is wireless, it has to run on battery
power. The growing number of features of today’s consumer
products need more and more power, so that battery lifetimes
shrink considerably—e.g. many mobile phones have to be
recharged every day [2], and electric cars only have a range of
around 100 miles before they have to be recharged, which
takes several hours. Batteries lifetime is one of the important
problems of today.
In the area of sensor networks, sensors are part of a wireless
network using up much energy for sending and receiving
messages [3]. Typical examples are wireless light switches in
modern buildings, or pressure monitors in car tires, which
have to be able to send information about suddenly changing
tire pressures.
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A low battery may render a safety device like this
inoperable and thus be dangerous. Some of these devices are
installed at remote or hard to reach places and hence cannot
be recharged easily. Energy efficiency is therefore very
important in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [4].
To tackle the problem of short battery lifetimes, system
designers take the power consumption of the embedded
devices into account already at the time when they are
developed. One approach is to include power saving features
at run time like automatic shutdown of displays or clock
gating to switch off unused parts of the device [5]. Another
way is the estimation of power consumption for different sets
of system parameters (e.g. duty cycles, communication
protocols, bus widths, or processor types) in order to choose
the design solution having the lowest energy consumption.
This is mainly achieved by means of simulation. As the
system being built has to be simulated anyway in order to
assure the correct function this simulation can be enhanced to
include power consumption information. However,
simulation is in most cases slow, i.e. in order to simulate all
details of a system, the run time of the simulation is often
higher by orders of magnitude than the run time of the final
device itself [6]. This slowdown is further increased by
including power consumption analyses into the simulation.
This paper gives an overview over some existing solutions
for fast system and network simulation with respect to power
consumption and shows a new approach, namely the Power
Profiling, which offers good results for network simulation.
Section III shows the current approaches of simulation in
order to get information about power consumption of a
system. The following Section IV explains the new approach
presented in this paper. The paper then concludes in
Section V.
II. GOAL
Many (sensor or actuator) nodes are wireless, therefore
they are battery-powered. To prolong the battery lifetime,
typically one or more of the following approaches are used:
 Power management at run time
 Frequent energy recharging or battery changing when the
battery runs low
 Energy harvesting at run time
 Build power-optimized systems in the first place
This work focuses on the last approach.
In order to get information about the power consumption of
a system being designed, different versions of the system
would have to be implemented. However, nowadays most
designs are simulated first and it is therefore possible to try
different versions before deciding which one to implement
physically. This method is
called design space exploration.
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Obviously, a fast design process with fewer redesigns
dramatically shortens the time-to-market and therefore
increases profits. If therefore some inacceptably high energy
consumption due to some specific parts of the model (e.g.
some memory which was dimensioned too small or usage of
an inefficient communication protocol) can be identified
early, the designer greatly benefits. Furthermore, an system
with an optimized and thereby lower energy consumption
even is of use if some of the other aforementioned approaches
like energy harvesting are used, as a lower consumption leads
to lower requirements for an energy harvester and fewer
recharge-cycles.
The simulators thus have to be enhanced to simulate not
only the function and some other non-functional properties
(e.g. size, hot spots) but also energy consumption. This leads
to the method of power simulation.

battery-powered, the power consumption of the whole node is
of interest, e.g. for estimations of how long a battery with a
given capacity will live.
The model of the wireless sensor node is typically
simulated on hardware level, i.e. the hardware components
are modeled and simulated. However, in most cases the
components’ energy consumption is only calculated in an
”full power”, ”low power”, ”sleep mode”, or ”off” state. This
allows only statistics over time, but without knowledge on
what components will run for how long, as the concrete
simulation use cases cannot consider software at this level.
Well-known simulators for the hardware level are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 Hardware/Circuit Simulators Summary Table

III. POWER SIMULATION
Figure 1 shows a typical wireless sensor. A device like this
normally consists of a sensor part, a transceiver part, a
microcontroller and some connection inbetween. The
microcontroller activates the sensor, monitors the sensor data,
and generates some message to be sent wirelessly using the
transceiver. In many cases additional memory enables the
microcontroller to keep a history of sensor data and therefore
detect trends or unusual readings. A protocol processing unit
helps generating the message packets. Finally, a power
management unit keeps the energy consumption of the whole
device low by e.g. switching off all unused parts
(clock-gating) and/or controlling the sleep phases in the duty
cycle.

Name
SPICE [10]
HSPICE [11]
ModelSim [12]
Spectre [13]
SpecC [14]
SystemC [15]

since
1973
1979
1980s
1990
1999
2000

SystemC
[16]

2000s

AMS

Features
Functional simulation, integrity checking
Synopsys, based on SPICE
Mentor, graphical output
Cadence, based on SPICE, Verilog-A
System-level Design, based on C
C++ class library, modelling and
simulator in one, HDL, discrete event
driven, OSCI/Accellera, IEEE-standard
since 2005/2011
Based on SystemC, system-level, mixed
signal, timed dataflow, simulation of
analog parts

B. Step 2: Hardware and software simulators

Figure 2 A duty cycle of a typical sensor

Figure 1 A typical wireless sensor consists of a sensor, a
transceiver with an antenna, some microcontroller
Wireless sensor devices like this are deployed in many
areas like automotive/car, avionics and space craft
environments (distance sensors, pressure sensors,
temperature sensors, rain sensors, light sensors, radiation
sensors, etc.), buildings (movement sensors, light sensors,
intruder detection, fire detection, etc.) [7-9], traffic (street
signs, traffic lights, freight containers, etc.), and many more.
In the following subsections some simulation environments
for different levels are presented.

However, simulation of hardware components is not
enough:
 Only a specific node is focused
 Detection of possible hot spots
 Sleep time vs. active time
Some software instructions or states affect more than one
hardware component at a time. In order to cover this in a
second step, the hardware system with its software has to be
simulated simultaneously.

A. Step 1: Hardware simulators
A first step for power simulation of wireless sensor
networks is the simulation of single nodes. As the nodes are
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Normally, a sensor node’s operation cycle can be described
as a state machine. Typically, it looks similar to Fig. 2: The
sensor is in sleep mode until it wakes up (due to a specific
time or a wakeup signal), gets an interrupt, switches to operate
mode, senses the data it has to measure (e.g. a temperature or
pressure value), then it generates a message packet in order to
transmit it to some central unit or other node and goes to sleep
again.
Furthermore, simulation of the hardware and software
includes instruction set simulation (ISS). This enables the
designer to simulate each instruction in detail.
Table 2 Hardware and Software Simulators Summary
Table
Name

since

Features

MATLAB
Simulink [17]

1984

MathWorks, Hardware/Software
Co-Simulation

Avrora + AEON
[18–21]

2005

Simulation for AVR microcontroller
(Atmel), extensible; AEON (extension)
includes radio propagation model
(without noise model)

CooJa [22–26]

2006

Contiki OS Emulator, Java-based, very
flexible, heterogeneous networks can be
modeled

TOSSIM and
PowerTOSSIM
[27–29]

2008

TinyOS, only for MICA2 motes, OS
level simulation, not cycleaccurate, no
network wide power simulation

higher level, e.g. by comparing different timing or
communication protocols for network transactions. In the
following Section, power profiling is presented as a solution
for the programmer’s semantic gap.
IV. POWER PROFILING
The goal of power profiling is to fill the programmer’s
semantic gap described in Section III.D. For this, data is
collected at simulation time on several levels in order to be
interpreted as a whole.
Higher levels trigger activities in lower levels, i.e. a
network transaction will trigger transmitting some message in
the sender node as well as receiving the message in the
receiver node, both activities leading to some energy
consumption in both nodes’ transceiver units on hardware
level. Furthermore, the receiver will have to listen for the
message for some time (which also costs energy) and if there
were communication problems like noise or a too weak signal
the message will have to be resent. All this information is not
collected by standard power simulation strategies. Power
consumption data is collected on
 Network level
 Software level
 Hardware level
The different levels are depicted in Fig. 3 [51].

C. Step 3: Hardware and software and network simulators
Before the arising of WSNs, several simulator extensions
already existed for ad-hoc mobile networks, being among the
most representatives those developed in Monarch project [30]
or GloMoSim [31] and its commercial version QualNet [32].
Soon, extensions for those existing simulators were
developed, just before specific tools, designed with WSNs in
mind, were released. Table 3 outlines some of these tools
[33].
D. The semantic gap
All the tools described in the preceding Sections are able to
collect data about energy consumption on different levels.
However, they can only answer the question, where was
energy consumed.
However, the programmer intending to optimize the system
currently being designed needs answers to the following
questions:
 Why was energy consumed?
 In which operations was energy consumed?
 What circumstances influenced the amount of energy
consumed?
 What where the reasons for high energy consumption?
These questions describe the semantic gap for the
programmer. If he could get specific answers to these
questions, it would be possible to optimize the system on a

Figure 3 Power Profiling collects data from different
layers
Collecting data for the simulation
Power profiling aims to provide meaningful information
associated with software and network power consumption in
order to optimize it. Figure 4 depicts the different directions
in which low level power consumption data has to be
abstracted, giving examples of some abstractions made in all
the three perspectives: hardware, software, and network [53].
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Figure 4 Data about power states and states transitions is

problem is use of Transaction Level Modeling (TLM)
[54,55].
Although TLM is intended for simulation of bus
communication, the behavior in terms of simulation, of both a
bus-based system and a Wireless Sensor Network, is not that
different [56]. The communication channel, e.g. the air, acts
in a similar way as a bus do. In TLM, transactions are passed
from initiators to targets, going through any number of
interconnects. Extrapolating this components to node-to-node
communication, the sender node will be the initiator, the
receiver will be the target, and the air will be an interconnect,
which modifies the transaction by adding attenuation, delay,
noise and interferences [57,58].
The simulation has been provided with a state machine
class which must be set up by the programmer, defining all the

Table 3 Hardware, Software, and Network Simulators Summary Table (from [33])
Name

Based on

Language

Since

Propagation model

Other features

ns-2 [34,35]

–

C++

2009

Free space, two ray ground, shadowing

Huge protocol library

SensorSim [36]

ns-2

C++

2001

Free space, two ray ground, shadowing
ns-2
protocol
library,
hardware-in-the-loop

Prowler [37]

MATLAB

MATLAB

2004

Deterministic and probabilistic models

Accurate channel estimation

J-Sim [38,39]

–

Java

2006

Free
space,
irregular
terrain
(Longley-Rice) and two ray ground

Mobility
loop

VisualSense [40]

Ptolemy
[41,42]

Java

2008

Erasure, limited range and distance
power loss models

Generic
propagation
model
for
communication and sensor channels, TinyOS
emulation through Viptos.

SENSE [43,44]

COST [45]

C++

2006

Free space, limited range

Some component implementations

PAWiS [46]

OMNeT++
[47]

C++

2008

Deterministic Attenuation

Module library, visualization tools, dynamic
network behavior through Lua

SNOPS [48,49]

SystemC

C++

2011

Deterministic and probabilistic models

Interferences, HW system models in SystemC

IDEA1 [50]

SystemC

C++

2011

No specific model is available

HW system models in SystemC

II

recorded in three different directions: hardware,
software, and network
On the hardware level, data about hardware modules like
sensors, microcontrollers, transceivers is collected, for each
node involved.
On the software level, actions like sending, receiving,
forwarding, routing, etc. are monitored and data collected.
On the network level data about whole transactions,
message to be sent from which node to which node, possible
collisions, lost messages (that will have to be resent), etc. is
collected.
Typical simulations of whole systems are already quite
complex and therefore take some time. By introducing power
profiling, this complexity is increased even more, as much
data about the simulated run of the system is generated and
collected. An obvious question is whether power profiling is
still feasible in terms of simulation speed. A solution to this

model,

hardware-in-the-

states, with their corresponding power consumption values,
and all possible transitions, which will be later the only
permitted by the simulator. A state machine can be associated
to any module created by the programmer. State machines are
automatically registered in the system, so that any transition is
automatically reported to the power logger. This relieves the
responsibility of reporting changes in power consumption
from the programmer, which must only define the state
machine and trigger the transitions.
Activities are completely user-defined. The simulator just
registers them so that the information about current activities
are attached to every power report. In the case of the
transaction tracking, a transaction identity is also included in
all power reports. Besides, an extension can be added to the
generic payload, which contains the accumulated power
consumed by the transaction and
maintains its history, which can
be easily reconstructed later,
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to evaluate unfortunate forks. It also provides information
about the transaction consumption in execution time [59]. The
result is a statistic showing for each generated transaction the
energy consumption it triggered throughout the whole
network.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The approach of power profiling presented in this paper
offers possibilities to collect energy consumption data in
order to optimize devices at design time. A special focus lies
on the optimization of wireless sensor networks, where the
total energy consumption of transactions is introduced,
including all energy consumed in involved nodes (hardware,
software, and network). This approach enables the designer to
even optimize on a higher level, e.g. the network topology or
communication protocols.
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